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”Among the artistic hierarchy, the birds are probably the greatest musicians to inhabit the planet”
Messiaen[1]
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Figure 1: Oscine tract model

Bird songs are fascinating acoustic phenomena. In this paper, we first examine the acoustic mechanisms of sound production in birds and contrast them with their anatomy. Next,
we describe the simulation of a one-mass source together
with a simple transmission line model for a psittacine bird.
In concluding, we discuss future areas for research.
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Figure 2: Psittacine tract model
be located either above or below the trachea.
Using the standard waveguide physical model[3], we
can divide the synthesis problem into four aspects:

1. INTRODUCTION
Bird songs have provided inspiration to composers and listeners for centuries. But the acoustic mechanism of sound
production remains a point of scientific contention. In this
paper, we study the mechanisms of sound production in
birds and compare and contrast their anatomy and their sounds
using existing acoustical models. We implemented a simple
model of a single tract bird with a modified human vocal
source. In concluding, we will also point out areas for future research.
2. PAST WORK
The formal study of the acoustics of bird song originated
with Greenewalt[2]. Greenewalt proposed the syrinx as the
sound source in birds as opposed to the vocal folds in humans and other primates. However, anatomy is destiny...
Different avian families have different vocal tracts. For example, song birds (Oscines) have two syrinxes below a common trachea as shown in figure 1. Psittacines, on the other
hand, resemble the human vocal tract by having a single syrinx, trachea and tract as shown in figure 2. The syrinx can
1 Current address: Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA 15217 (USA); kahrs@ee.pitt.edu
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1. Syrinx
The Syrinx is believed to be the source of oscillation
in the avian vocal tract. It was first studied in detail
by Casey and Gaunt [4]. The exact acoustical functioning of the syrinx remains controversial and is still
the subject of scientific inquiry.
2. Trachea
As stated above, in Oscines, there are two syringeal
valves (four membranes total) connected via a common trachea. Because the oscillations can interact,
we must model the trachea as a 3-port junction in this
case. Three port junctions, for instance, were used
by Välimäki[5] to model toneholes in the flute. The
Psittacines, being simpler, use a modified human vocal tract model without the 3-port junction.
3. Tract
We can simply model the tract as a smooth frictionless tube. Of course, this is as realistic as similar models of the human vocal tract but it suffices for a first
cut. We consider the tract to include the larynx and
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the tongue. The tract can have varying length due to
physical movement of the head[6].
4. Beak
Since birds do not have lips, we must model the opening of beaks. Simple models for beaks were developed by Fletcher[7]. In essence, beaks act in a similar
manner to horns[8]: they exhibit a cutoff frequency
that acts as a variable high pass filter. Beak size is
correlated with pitch[9] as one might expect. Beak
opening (gape) can change the pitch by shortening the
vocal tract as the oral cavity becomes flared. It could
also change the vocal tract impedance by closing the
tube[6] as the beak closes.
In this paper, we will examine each one of these synthesis problems one by one and finally demonstrate how they
can be interconnected to simulate the sounds of birds.
3. VOCAL SOURCE MODEL
Bird song has been a topic of investigation for many years
among ornithologists[10] and composers such as Messiaen
(e.g., Catalogue d’Oisseaux). But it was Greenewalt[2] who
first proposed an acoustical model for sound production.
His work forms the basis of subsequent work on the acoustics of the avian vocal tract.
3.1. System models
The system model begins at the lungs and then follows the
air flow from the syrinx forward. This can be modelled in
the same manner as the human vocal tract[11]. Greenewalt[2]
proposed a simple acoustical model of a time-varying constriction resulting in turbulent flow. Casey and Gaunt[4]
proposed three different models: a vibrating membrane, a
vibrating string and an aerodynamic model. They concluded
that the vibrating membrane model was useful for harmonic
spectra whereas the aerodynamic model was more suited to
pure tone or noisy spectra. Fletcher[7] disputes a number of
these claims.

that the syrinx model he produced was incapable of producing whistled song. Further studies by Fletcher[16] examine
the generation of jet flow in a restricted orifice. He also
mentions the possibility of “mode locking” between two vibrating syringeal membranes (This was mentioned earlier in
the context of musical oscillators[17]). Fletcher[18] also explores the concept of independent oscillators resulting from
vastly different oscillating frequencies. He suggests that
such oscillations might produce “chaotic” calls.
An accurate description should regard the syringeal membrane as a 2-D distributed system with a infinite number
of resonant modes, and model it using a second order partial differential equation. However, this is far too detailed
for our purposes, and Fletcher[16] suggests that much simpler models are able to capture the basic features of pressure controlled valves. The syrinx is therefore treated as
a lumped mass subject to elastic restoring forces and internal dissipation. Nonlinear interaction with the airflow is
described following the Ishizaka and Flanagan[12] model
for the human glottis. This is also used to model complete
closure of the syrinx: during closure an additional restoring force is added and dissipation is increased. It must be
stressed that this also introduces a strong nonlinearity in
the system. During the whole closed phase the syringeal
flow is zero, and consequently its spectrum is broadened
and higher partials are generated. The main difference with
the Ishizaka and Flanagan model is that the syrinx is modelled as a single mass, whereas their standard human vocal
fold model is modelled as two coupled masses.
Furthermore, it must also be acknowledged that the human vocal tract is a source of nonlinear interaction; the
avian vocal tract no doubt also exhibits such behavior.
3.3. Trachea and Tract models
Brittan-Powell, et al.[19] summarize three different theories:
1. The syrinx is a multiphonic source and the output is
bandpass filtered by the vocal tract – in essence the
syrinx and tract are decoupled.
2. The syrinx and tract are acoustically decoupled, but
they track each other through neuro-coordination.

3.2. Modeling the syrinx
One avenue for vocal source modeling is to take the existing human models and change them to accommodate the
anatomy of birds. The most common human model is Ishizaka
and Flanagan’s two mass model[12]. This was modified
by Mergell, et al.[13] for mammalian non-human sources.
Rodet[14] also demonstrated how one and two mass models can be used as sources in musical instruments.
Fletcher[15] developed a numerical model of the vocal
source of Ravens that tries to duplicate some of the nonlinear effects seen during large amplitude vibration. He noted

3. The syrinx and tract are coupled directly so that the
tract suppresses harmonics generated at the vocal source.
This was also proposed as a model for the coloratura
soprano [20].
Fletcher[7] analyzed the Oscine tract model shown in
figure 1. Here, the lungs are connected to two different syringeal membranes. Each syrinx is connected to the trachea. The trachea model is connected to the model, which
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has a tongue. Finally, the beak is connected to the mouth.
Fletcher gives the acoustical impedance as
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3.4. Mouth and Beak model
Fletcher[7] also presents models of both the mouth and the
beak. The mouth can be modeled in much the same manner
as the human mouth, with the exception that the tongue is
(of course) less flexible than the human equivalent. A simple model is as a short piece of pipe with a time varying
cross sectional area. Fletcher gives the input impedance as
follows:

  NM OQP 
   


 M  SR TUM QP  M  (4)
where M denotes the impedance of the mouth, P denotes
the beak input impedance and R denotes the impedance of
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4. COMPUTER SIMULATION
The acoustic waveguide model is as shown in figure 3. As
shown in figure 3, the vocal source produces a forward going pressure wave. The return from the tract is the negative
going wave shown on the bottom.
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Figure 3: Waveguide implementation
4.1. Glottal source (syrinx)
The syrinx is modelled according to the discussion in section 3.2. The values for the masses come from the paper by
Fletcher[15] although he does not give the mass of the membrane or spring constant directly. Therefore we compute the
membrane volume, assuming that the membrane density is
approximately
Kg/m (as in Titze[21] for vocal folds),
and find the mass . Next, we choose the spring constant
such that the resonance frequency
of the
syrinx matches a desired value. In our simulations, is a
time-varying control parameter, so that the pitch of the tone
can be adjusted over time. The discretization technique is
based on the bilinear transformation and the K-method [22]
is used for dealing with non-linearities in the system.
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4.2. Transmission lines
After the source, we model the trachea and bronchii. Since
anatomy plays such a critical part in the simulation, the various parameters (all in mm) can change tremendously: is
the length and is the radius of the tube.

-
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the larynx.
Fletcher provided two models of the beak: first he presents
a simple slotted cylindrical model and then a conical model.
His final beak model is:
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3−port
Junction

oil bird
100
2.5
10
1.5
15
1.5
20

raven
70
3.5
0
0
0
0
20

budgie
50
2
0
0
0
0
10

Note that for the raven, the bronchi are zero; this is because the raven has a single syrinx and so we can place the
bronchus on the measurement of the trachea. The transmission lines should be implemented with fractional delay
lines[5], particularly if the length of the transmission line is
to be made variable. All of the transmission lines are assumed lossless, but could be made lossy [23].
The 3-port junction is also lossless, which makes it very
easy to implement.
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4.3. Reflectance filters

0.4

Finally, the beak is implemented as two 5th order Butterworth filters, one for the highpass and one for the lowpass.
The pole trajectory for the filters should follow the nonlinear path of the beak cutoff as discussed by Fletcher (and
seen in equation 5)
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Figure 4 shows the output of the syrinx simulation. The
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Figure 6: Zoom into pressure output
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model. However, since we are interested in the sounds and
not the scientific truth, this makes it easier. There are many
directions for future work, including mode-locking of multiple syrinxes, the introduction of aerodynamic models for
the three port junction, lossy transmission lines and tongue
models.
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